
Dear Jim, Many thanks for the wire copy on Morgan. It is better for my purposes thkG 2 6 1972 the Post's cleansing, tells what the Post did not, includes farther self-condemnation, r self-contradiction .Ias between 100 mg ant 120) and. introduced, still new elements of deliverate faker, as the pencilled marks on the-l-rays. How any groups of men of "science" (male ellauviaist piggery excluded, for women would have known better!) could hgve sat still for this kind of thing and not shouted-oirvious questions I can't begin to understand, However, one thing this does da is, ...for me, entirely in necessary: it tell ms that my suggeStion to whoeh Cyril never wanted:to listen was the test possible and would have worked.. it was to bring disaccreditation charges ..against these "experts". That would. have been a different context, a., eifferent 	sad could and. I thiiie would have by- passed the press hangups. Indeed, it would. have provided what-1  believe much of the press needs on. this taboo, a basis for considering itself exculpated, having been had by its sources. It also provided the sane phoney grounds•fer exculpating the Commission. This would be a little less phoney with.themembers..With.the staff, particularly Specter; it would have fired the fat ant there would,  have- been consequences, no matter host scant the press attention. Ion see,- I have- proof that Specter saw- the X-rays, and I suspect this is the reason: Adams left the CoffinlisSion so very soon, leaving all that filthy"tesiness to Specter. Except for the measurement,.-1-00,nn.in-the-pa.nel report, 12P in this account,• 
evey3rthing this. notable in his 	says ds last he>founad unworthy of saying in his repirt and, is fact, he says the opposite in-saying-he eonfiraed the medical "conclusions" of the Report. GUI to have.. You'll get my request! Sent. I'll have to see if I can get the local paper to get me the A wire, if there was one, and someone to check the Sun. Haven't read this a.m.'s Caper story, but it appears that there have been charges not yet published. because not yet filed and judge anticipates more. Thanks, DI 


